
Solids

Pyramids

We have seen how we can make various kinds of prisms from
paper sheets, bycutting, folding andpasting.

We have also learntmuch aboutprisms.

Now let's make something different. First cut out a figure like the

one given below from a thick sheet of paper.

Shapes

Some geometrical shapes such as

triangles, rectangles and circles lie
flat in a plane; and some such as

prisms and cylinders rise up and
cannot be confined to a plane.

Prisms and cylinders are seen
around us as boxes and blocks and
pillan:

We also see solids, which are not
pflsms.
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Pyramids ofEgypt
The very name pyramid brings to mind
pictures of the great pyramids of
Egypt.

About i38 pyramids have been found
from various parts ofEgypt. Most of
them have been built around 2000
BC.

The largest among them is the Great
Pyramid of Giza.

Its base is a square of almost half a
lakh square metres; and the height is
about 140 metres. It is reckoned that
it took almost twenty years to build
this.

These royal tombs, starting from a
perfect square and rising to a point,
erected with gigantic stone blocks,
stand as living symbols of human
endeavor, engineering skill and
mathematica I expertise.

A square in the middle and four triangles around it; and they are
(congruent) isosceles triangles.

Fold and paste its edges as shown below:

What kind of a solid is this? We cannot call it a prism; a prism has

two identical bases and rectangles on its sides. In what we have
made, there is a square at the bottom, a point at the top and triangles
on the sides.

Instead of a square at the bottom, we can have a rectangle or a
triangle or some other polygon. Try! [t looks nicer ifthe base is a
regularpolygon.)

The general name for such a solid is pyramid.



apex

The sides ofthe polygon forming the base of aplramid are called
its base edges andthe other sides ofthe triangles are called lateral
edge s. The top end of a pyramid is called its apex.

base edge

By the height of a prism, we mean the distance between its bases;

by the height of a pyramid, we mean the perpendicular distance

from its apex to its base.

Angle andheight

To make a square pyramid, we must
first fix the base. This also fixes the
base ofthe isosceles triangles on the
sides. If we decide on the angle at
the top vertex ofthese hiangles also,
then the pyramid is completely
determined.

As we make this angle smaller, the
pyramids become thinner; and we
get tall, slender pyramids.

Areas

What is the surface area of a square pyramid with base edges

10 centimetres and lateral edges I 3 centimetres?

Surface area means the area of the paper needed to make this.
Howwould it look ifwe cutthe pyramid and spread itflat?

What if we make the angles larger?
We get pyramids that are squat and
fat:

,,,' .. ]:.;.

How large can we make this angle?
Can it be 90'?

How large can this angle be for a
hexagonal pyramid? And for other
pyramids?
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T ln the section Thiangular numbers, of
I the lesson Square Numbers in the

C Class 7 textbook, we saw how dots

S can be arranged as triangles to get

l0 what are called triangular numbers.

We can quickly say that the area of the square in it is 100 square

centimetres. What about the triangles?

The sides ofthistriangle are 10, 13 and l3 centimetres.Andto find
the area using this, Heron comes to our aid: subtract the length of
each side from halfthe perimeter and ...

",n8,.8r5r 5 : Jgrto*s" s = 6o

Thus the area of each triangle on the side is 60 square centimetres.

So the surface area ofthe pyramid is

100 + (4 x 60) = 340 sq.cm

There is another way to compute the area of the triangle.

We need onlythe height ofthis triangle, right? Since it is isosceles,

the perpendicular from the vertex bisects the base.

#
&ss &

#

we get

tr
&*

In the sequence of numbers

from this, the ne term is

I
I +2+3 + ...+n= 

"n(n+ 
l)

as seen in the lesson Arithmetic
Sequences.

Like this, we can stack small balls in
the shape of square pyramids to get

a sequence of numbers:

The numbers 1, 5, 14, . .. in this
sequence are called pyramidal
numbers. The n'h term of this
sequence is

12 +22 +32 + ... + n2

I

=7n(n+l)(2n+t)

as seen in the section Sum ofsquares

of the lesson Arithmetic Sequences.

Now using Pythagoras Theorem, the length ofthis perpendicular

canbe found as

Jr!= =l2cm

And using this, we can find the area of the triangle as 5 x 12 = 60

square centimetres.

When the paper is made into a pyramid, what becomes of this
height?

[0 cm

5cm



This length is called the slant height ofthe pyramid.

In the problem just done, we saw a relation connecting the base

edge, lateral edge and the slant height of a square pyramid. There is

a right angled triangle like the one shown below in each face of a
square pyramid-its perpendicular sides are halfthe base edge and

the slantheight; hypotenuse is the lateral edge.

Nowcan'tyou do this problem?

What is the surface area ofa square pytamid ofbase edge 2 metres

and lateral edges 3 metres? ,.

Tetrahedral numbers

We can also stack small balls as

pyramids with equilateral triangle
bases.

This gives the number sequences 1,

4, 10, ...., that is, each term is a sum

of consecutive triangular numbers. It
can be proved that the nft term is

l+3+6+...+

+ l)(n + 2)

Numbers got thus are called
tetrahedral numbers.

Tetrahedron is the general name for
a solid with four triangular faces:

)n@+r)

= *,,,

A pyramid based

triangle is just a

tetrahedron.

on an equilateral
special case of a

half the base edge

Solids
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Polyhedrons

We noted that a solid with four
triangular faces is called a

tetrahedron. The general name for a
solid with all its faces polygons is
polyhedron.

Prisms and pyramids are special
cases of polyhedrons. Cylinders and

cones are not polyhedrons.

A polyhedron in which the faces are

all regular polygons and in which the

number of faces coming together at

each veftex is the same, is called a

regular polyhedron Euclid has
proved that there are only five such:

The base area is 4 square metres. To compute the area ofthe lateral
faces, we need the slant height. In the right angled triangle we just
refened to, one short side is halfthe base edge, which is lmetre
and the hypotenuse is the lateral edge, which is 3metres; so the
slantheight, which isthethird side ofthis rightangledtriangle is

^[lJ=zJ)m
Using this, the area of each triangular face can be found as

I

,x2xzJ2=zJ2sq.m

Thus the surface area ofthe pyramid is

4+(4x 2Jt )=4+ sJt sq.m

If you are not satisfied with this, then you can use a calculator (or

recall an approximate value of J, ) to compute this as about 15.3 I
square metres.

Nowdo theseproblems onyoril own:

o A square of side 5 centimetres and four isosceles triangles, each

of one side 5 centimetres andthe heightto the opposite vedex 8

centimetres; these are to be joined to make a square pyramid.
How much paper is needed for the job?

. A toy in the shape of a square pyramid has base edge 16

centimetres and slantheight l0 centimetres. 500 ofthese are to
be painted and the cost is 80 rupees per square metre. What
would be the total cost?

. The lateral faces of a square pymmid are equilateral triangles of
side 30 centimetres. What is its surface area?

Height and slanr heighr

The height of a pyramid is often an essential measure. See this
problem:

A tent is to be made in the shape of a square pyramid. The sides of
its base should be 6 metres and its height should be 4 metres. How
much canvas wouldbe needed forthis?

To compute the areas ofthe triangles forming the sides ofthe tent,
we need the slant height. How do we find it from the given facts?

O<'talu.rlrnn Dorlctt

"A>ffi
I<rrsahr.rlror

'l'ctrnhcdron



Seethispicture:

6m

The slant height we need is the length,4 M. JoiningCM,we geta
right angled triangle. What is the lenglh of C Afl

'''ill;rt';'

M

6m

We can see from the picture that

AM= J3'+4'z =5m

So, to make the tent, we need fotr triangles each of base 6 metres

and the height from it 5 metres. Their total area is

+")"6x5 =60sq.m

And this is the area ofthe canvas needed to make the tent.

What we saw in this problem is true for all square p)'rilmids. tnside

any square pyramid, we can visualize a right angled tiangle with the

slant height as hypotenuse; its perpendicular sides are the height of
the pyramid and halfthe base edge.

Lateral surface area

As in the case of prisms, the sum of
the areas of the faces on the sides

of a pyramid is called its lateral
surface area.

If the base of a pyramid is a regular
polygon, then the triangles on the
sides are all congruent. So, in this
case, to find the lateral surface area,

we need only multiply the area of one
triangle by the number of sides ofthe
base.

Let's put this in algebra. Suppose the

base is a regular polygon of n sides
and that each of its sides is of length
a.If the slant height of the pyramid
is taken as /, then the lateral surface
area is

I

nx ,xaxl

ln this, n x a is the perimeter of the
base. Thus the lateral surface area
is half the product of the base
perimeter and the slant height.

Solid.,i
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Triangular relations
We noted that on each triangular face

of a square pyramid, we have a right
angled triangle like this:

Usingthese, we get certain relations
connecting the length b ofthe base

edge, the length e ofthe lateral edge,

the slant height /, the height fr and

the length d ofthe base diagonal:

Also, within the pyramid, another
right angled hiangle like this:

There's a third right angled triangle
within the pyramid, as shown in this
picture:

Now can't you do these problems?

. A square pyramid is made using a square and four triangles with
dimensions as shown below.

d=P+!b'
4

P=h2+ !b,
4

What would be the height of the pyramid?

What ifthe square and triangles are like these?

We want to make a paper pyramid with base a square of side
I 0 centimetres and height 12 centimetres. What should be the
lengths ofthe sides ofthe triangles?

Prove that in any square pyramid, the squares of the height,
slant height and lateral edge are in arithmetic sequence.

a-ht+| &
4

Note that from any two of these
equations, we can algebraically
derive the third.



Volume of a pyramid

We have seenthat the volume of any prism is the product of its
base area and height. What about the volume of a pyramid?

Let's take a square pyramid. First an experiment. Make a square

pyramid using stiffpaper. Also, a square prism withthe same base

andheiglt.

Tiuncatedpyramid
If we cut a square pyramid parallel
to its base, we get a smaller square

pyramid from the top:

/"\H
/, \ln \

/i\
b

*"#
. 4:n

*
remains at the bottom?

Fill the pyramid with sand and pour it into the prism. We would
have to do this thrice to fill the prism. Thus we can see that the

volume of the pyramid is athird of the volume of the prism. (A
mathematical proof of this is given in the Appendix at the end of
this lesson.)

The volume ofthe prism is theproduct of its base area and height.

So, what canwe say aboutthe volume ofthe pyramid?

The volume of a square pyramid is a third of the

product of its base area and height

For example, the volume of a square pyramid of base edge

10 centimetres andheight 8 centimetres is

1), x 102 " 
g: 2661 cu.cm.

Look at this problem:

Each edge of a metal cube is 15 centimetres. It is melted and recast

into a square pyramid of base edge 25 centimetres. What would

be its height?

The volume ofthe cube is 153 cubic centimetres.

What

)
Such a shape is called a frustum;
more precisely. here we get a

frustum of a square pyramid.
If in such a frustum, we know the
lengths ofthe sides ofthe squares at

the top and bottom and also the height
of the frustum, can we compute the
height of the original pyramid from
which it was cut out?
Look at the triangle got by slicing the

whole pyramid vertically through the

apex:

From the two similar triangles in this
figure, we find

o _r-h
bx

from which we get

bh

b-a

Can you fill in the details?

Solids
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Volume ofafrustum
There is an ancientEgyptian papyrus,
dated around BC I 850, in the Pushkin
Museum at Moscow. The fourteenth
problem in this is to find the volume
of a frustum of a square pyramid. Its
two square faces are said to have
lengths 2 and 4 and the height 6.

The method of computingthe volume,
given in the papyrus is like this:

Adding the sguares of 4 and 2 and twice

4 gives 2B; multiplying this by a third of
6, we get 56. This is the volume of the

frustum

Let's look atthis using algebra, taking
a and b for the sides ofthe squares

at the top and bottom, and h for the
height. Taking the height ofthe original
pyramid, from which the frustum was

cut out as x, its volume would be

', b'* andthe volume of the smaller

pyramid

I ^.
ia'(x -

cut out would be

ft). So that the volume of

the frustum is t-Q' 
- o' (x - h))

3

In this, we have already seen that

t= uo

b-a

Usingthis in the expression above and

simplif,ring, we get the volume as

l.r!h(b' * ab + b2 s
3

But this is precisely what the papyrus

says.

This is also the volume of the pyramid made. We know that the
volume of the pyramid is a third of the product of its height and
base area. Since the base area of the plramid is given tobe252

square centimetres, we can find a third of the height u. $ ura

thentheheightas

lsl3" fi =l6.2cm

Now you can try some problems:

o What is the volume of a square pyramid of base edge l0
centimetres and slantheight 15 centimetres?

o In two square pyramids ofthe same volume, the base edge of
one is halfthe base edge ofthe other. How manytimes the height
ofthe pyramid with larger base is the height ofthe other?

. The base edges oftwo square pyramids are inthe ratio I :2 and
theirheights are inthe ratio I : 3. The volume ofthe firstpyramid
is 180 cubic centimetres. What is the volume ofthe second?

Cones

Like cylinders, which can be thought ofas prisms with circular base,

we have solids likethese, u*richcanbe thoughtofas pyramidswith
circularbase.

Such a solid is called a cone.

Just as we can make a cylinder by rolling up a rectangle, we can
make a cone by rolling up a sector of a circle. (Ifwe want a closed
cone, thenwe need another small circle also.)

+
!

i
!

6

i

it



In this, what's the relation between the dimensions of the sector

rolled up and those of the cone made?

Sectors andpyramids

We cannot make a cone by pasting
triangles around a circle, as we do

for pyramids; but we can make
pyramids by bending a sector as we
do for cones. See how we make a
square pyramid.

tri!.

The radius of the sector becomes the slant height ofthe cone; the

arc length of the sector becomes the base-circumference of the
cone.

We often specifi' the size of a sector in terms of its central angle.

Seethisproblem:

A sector ofcentral angle 45" is cut out from a circle ofradius 12

centimetres, and it is rolled into a cone. What is the radius of the

base ofthis cone and what is its slant height?

The slant height of the cone is just the radius ofthe circle, which is
givento be 12 centimetres. What aboutthe radius ofthe base?

The central angle 45" is ] of 360"; and the length ofthe arc ofa8',
sector is proportional to the central angle. So, the arc length ofthis

I
sector is : of the circumference ofthe full circle.I

The arc ofthe circle becomes the circumference ofthe base circle
ofthe cone. Thus the circumference ofthe base circle ofthe cone is

I

; the circumference ofthe large circle from whichthe sector is cut
E

*,
tl'tt

:r

By dividing the sector into more
equal parts, can't we make other
pyramids also?

{{ Solids trtr
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Radius and slant height

Suppose a sector of radius R and
central angle a" is rolled into a cone.

Then the slant height of the cone is
R. To find the base-radius, note that
the arc-length of the sector is

a

- 
x 2nR ; and this is the

circumference of the base of the
cone. So, if we take the base-radius
ofthe cone as r, then

and this gives

,- 
Q 

, R' 160

On the other hand, suppose that a
cone of base-radius b and slant
height / is cut open and spread flat
as a sector.

The radius of the sector is /. And if
we take the central angle as xo, then
we get

lx2rt = 2nb
360

and from this

br=-x360
I

out. Since the radius of a circle is proportional to the circumference,

the radius ofthe small circle is I times the radius ofthe large circle.

Thus the radius ofthe base ofthe cone is ] x 12 = 1.5 centimetres.

How about aquestion in reverse?

How do we make a cone of base radius 5 centimetres and slant
height 15 centimetres?

To make a cone, we need a sector of a circle. Since the slant height
is to be 15 centimetres, the sector must be cut out from a circle of
radius l5 centimetres. What about its central angle?

The radius ofthe small circle forming the base of the cone is to be

5t
; = I of the radius of the large circle from which the sector is to

be cut out. So, the circumference ofthe small circle is also J ofthe

circumference ofthe large circle.

The circumference ofthe small circle is the arc length ofthe sector.

Thus the arc ofthe sector should be I ofthe circle from which it is

cut out. So, its central angle must be 360 " I = tZO..

Nowtrythese problems:

r What is the base-radius and slant height of the cone made by
rolling up a sector of radius 10 centimetres and central angle
60"?

. What is the cenhal angle ofthe sector needed to make a cone of
base-radius 1 0 centimetres and slant he idnt25 centimetres?

r What is the ratio of the base-radius and slant height of a cone
made by rolling up a semicircle?

Curved surface area

Like a cylinder, a cone also has acurued sudace; the slanted surface
risingup.

2nr= Lx2ttR



The area ofthis curved surface is the area ofthe sector used to

make the cone. (In the case of a cylinder also, the curved surface

area is the area of rectangle rolled up to make it, isn't it?)

Look atthis problem:

What is the area of the paper needed to make a conical hat of
base-radius 8 centimetres and slant height 30 centimetres?

What we need is the area of the circular sector needed to make

such a hat. Since the slant height is to be 30 centimetres, the sector

must be cut out from a circle ofthis radius.

Also, the radius ofthe small circle forming the base ofthe cone is to

be 8 centimetres; that tr, * = f ofthe radius ofthe large circle

from which the sector is to be cut out. So, the circumference ofthe

small circle is the same fraction of the circumference ofthe large

circle. Butthe circumference ofthe small circle is the arc-length of
the sector.

Thus the sector must be f ofthe full circle. So, its area is also this

fraction ofthe area ofthe circle; that is

n x 302x =Itx2 x 30 x 4=240n

So, to make the hat, we need 240xsquare centimetres of paper.

(Doing further computations, we can getthis as about 754 square

centimetres.)

As in a square pyramid, theheight of a cone is the perpendicular

distance from the apex to the base; and it is the distance between

the centre ofthe base-circle andthe apex.

Curved surface area

The curved surface area of a cone

is the area ofthe sector used to make

it. If we take the base-radius of the

cone as r and the slant height as /,
then the radius ofthe sector is / and

its central 2nq1s 151 x :eo .

So, its area can be computed as

(Recall the computation of the area

of a sector, done in Class 9)

Thus the curved surface area of a

cone is half the product of the base

circumference and the slant height.

4

l5
J- r(r" :oo), nt2 = trrt360 \l )

( Solids p
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A lfwe slice a cone parallel to its base,
T we get a smallcone from the top:
I
C
s ':

!

10@
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Is there any relation between the
dimensions ofthis small cone and the

original large cone?

If we denote the base-radius, height
and slant height of the large cone as

R, H, L and those of the small cone
as r, h, / then from the pictures
above, we can see that

Again, as in a square pyramid, there is a relation between base_
radius, height and slant height in a cone also, effected by a right
angledtiangle.

Forexample, inacone ofbase-radius 5 centimetres andheight 10

centimetres, the slant height is Jy + t 0: = s.'6 centimefes.

Now some problems for you:

o What is the curved surface area of a cone of base radius 12
centimetres and slant heidht25 centimetres?

o what is the curved surface area of a cone of base diameter
30 centimetres and height 40 centimetres?

o A cone shaped firework is of base-diameter 10 centimetres
and height 12 centimetres. 10000 such fireworks are to be
wrapped in colour paper. The price of paper is 2 rupees per
square metre. What is the total cost ofwrapping?

o Prove that for a cone made by bending a semicircle, the curved
surface area is double the base area.

Volume of a cone

Rememberthe experiment done to findoutthe volume ofa square
pyramid? We can do a similar experiment with a cone and a cylinder
ofthe same base-radius and height. And see that the volume ofthe
cone is athird ofthe volume ofthe cylinder. That is

The volume of a cone is a third of the product of its

base area and height

rhl
- 

=J*-RHL

+-t-



(Amathematical proof ofthis also is given in the Appendix at the
end ofthe lesson.)

For example, the volume ofa cone with base-radius 4 centimetres

and height 6 centimetres is

1
3 xrcx42x6=32ncu.cm.

The problems below are for you:

. The base-radius ofa cylindrical block ofwood is 15 centimetres

and its height is 40 centimetres. What is the volume ofthe largest

cone that can be carved out from this?

A solid metal cylinder is of base-radius 12 centimetres and height
20 centimeters. By melting and recasting, how many cones of
base-radius 4 centimetres and height 5 centimetres can be made?

A sector of central angle2l6' is cut out from acircle ofradius
25 centimetres and it is rolled up into a cone. What is the base-

radius and height ofthis cone? What is its volume?

The ratio ofthe base-radii oftwo cones is 3 : 5 andtheirheights
are in the ratio 2 : 3 . What is the ratio of their volumes?

. T\ryo cones have the same volume and their base - radii are in
the ratio 4 : 5. What is the ratio oftheir heights?

Spheres

We have watched with thrill the soaring flight of a football or a
cricket balls and tasted with relish small round sweets like laddus.

Now let's look at the mathematics of such round things little or
large, called spheres.

Ifwe slice a cylinder or cone parallel to its base, we get a circle. ln
whatever way we slice a sphere, we get a circle.

Frustum ofa cone

Suppose we slice a cone parallel to
its base and cut off a small cone from
the top. The part remaining at the
bottom is called afrustum of a cone.

If we know the radii of the top and
bottom circles ofsuch a frustum and
also its slant height, can we compute
its curved surface area?

/*_*-*:-_-\
/ , \,
l* "i - \

R

If the slant heights of the original
large cone and the small cone cut off
are des-roted L and, l, then d = L - I in
the figure above. So, the curved
surface area of the frustum is

xRL- nrl = n(RL-rD

= n(n1l* A-rD
= n(Rl + Rd - rt)

Also, we have seen earlier that

rl
R=i, which gives R/ = rL. Using

this, the expression for the curved
surface area becomes

n(rL + Rd - rt)= n(rQ - l) + Rd)

= r(rd + RA

= n(r + R)d

({ Solils }tr
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Frustum and cylinder

As we have seen, the curved surface
area of the frustum shown below is

n(r + R)dm,
kj

R

Let's denote by.r, the radius of the
circle at the middle, as shown in the
figure below:

Let's draw one

below:
more line as shown

r

From the two similar right angled
triangles on the right, we get

x-, :!
R-r 2

Simplifying this, we get

Iy= ; (R+r)z'

So, the curved surface area of the
frustum is2nxd.

But this is the curved surface area

ofthe cylinder with base-radiusx and

heightd, isn't it?

The distance of any point on a circle from the centre ofthe circle is
the same, isn't it? A sphere also has a centre; and the distance of
any point on the sphere from this centre is the same. This distance is
called the radius ofthe sphere and double the radius is called its
diameter.

If we cut a sphere into two identical halves, we get a circle; and the
centre, radius and diameter ofthis circle are the centre, radius and
diameter ofthe sphere.

We cannot cut open a sphere and spread it flat to compute its area,

as with other solids. The fact is that we cannot cut and spread out a
sphere without some folds or without some stretching.

But we can prove that the surface area of a sphere of radius r is
4nl . (This is given in the Appendix at the end ofthis lesson.)

In other words,

The surface area of a sphere is the product of

the square of its radius by 4n .

Also, we can prove that the volume of a sphere of radius r is ! nf .

(This also is given in the Appendix.)

Let's lookat some examples:

. What is the surface area ofthe largest sphere that can be carved
outfromacube of side 8 centimetres?

r

R

tx

R



From the pictures above, we see that the

is the length ofan edge ofthe cube. So,

sphere is

8 cm.

diameterofthe sphere

the surface area ofthe

Sphere andcylinder

Consider a cylinder whichjust covers
a sphere:

4nx42= 64n sq.cm.

Let's look at another problem

. A solid sphere of radius 12 centimetres is cut into two equal
halves. What is the surface area ofthe hemisphere so got?

The surface ofahemisphere consists ofhalfthe surface ofthe sphere

and a circle.

Since the radius ofthe sphere is 12 centimetres, its surface area is

4nx 122 = 576n sq.cm

The surface area ofthe hemisphere is half ofthis added to the area

ofthe circle. Since the radius ofthe circle is also 12 centimetres, its
area is

n x 122 = l44n sq.cm.

Thus, the surface area ofthe hemisphere is

x 576n + l44n= 432n sq.cm.

The base-radius of the cylinder is the
radius of the sphere and the height
of the cylinder is the diameter of the
sphere.

That is, if we denote the radius of
the sphere by r, then the base - radius
ofthe cylinder is also r and the height
of the cylinder is2r. So, the surface
area of the cylinder is

(2tzr x2r) + (2 x xf) = 6nf

The surface area of the sphere is
4nl. Thus the ratio of these surface
areasis3:2

Again, the volume ofthe cylinder is

xrz x2r:2nf

and the volume of the sphere is
4

trr' . So, the ratio of the volumes

isalso3:2.

Thus we see that ratio of the surface
areas and the ratio ofthe volumes of
a sphere and the cylinder which just
covers it, are both equal to 3 : 2.

2r

( Solids p}
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Archimedes

It was the great Archimedes who
discovered the fact that a sphere and
the cylinder just covering it has the
ratio 3 : 2 for surface areas and
volumes. It is said that this idea was

so dear to him that he asked for this
to be engraved on his tomb.

We have seen in Class 8, the story
ofArchimedes's defence of his home

country Syracuse against the
invading Roman army. The Romans

did conquer Syracuse inBC2l2. A
soldier, whose name no one
remembers, killed Archimedes.

About a hundred and fifty years lateq

the Roman scholar Cicero,
discovered Archimedes's tomb.
What helped him was the sight of a
stone cylinder and sphere rising
above thorns and bush. As an act of
penitence, Cicero had the area
cleared and paid his respects to one

ofthe greatest scientists ever.

Onemoreexample:

A water tank is in the shape of a hemisphere attached to the
bottom of a cylinder. Its radius is 1.5 metres and total height is
2.5 metres. How many litres of water can it contain?

The volume ofthe hemisphericalpart ofthe tank is

)
lnx 1.53=2.25ncu.m

andthe volume ofthe cylindricalpart is

nx 1.52(2.5 - 1.5) =2.25ncu.m

So, the total volume ofthe tank is

2.25n + 2.25n = 4.5n * 14. 13 cu.m

Since a cubic metre is 1 000 litres, the tank can contain about 14 1 3 0
litres.

Now some problems for you:

. The volumes oftwo spheres are inthe ratio2T :64. What is the



ratio oftheirradii?

A metal cylinder of base-radius 4 centimetres and height l0
centimetres is melted and recast into spheres of radius 2
centimetres. Howmany such spheres are got?

The picture below shows a petrol tank.

Howmany litres does ithold?

Catch-all
The formulas to compute the
volumes of prisms, pyramids and
sphere are all different, aren't they?
But there is a single formula whii
works for all these.

Let b be the area of the bottom, m
be the arca at the middle, r be the
area at the top and h betheheight of
any ofthese kinds of solids. Then the
volume is

I

. h(b+4m+t)
6

For prisms, the area at the bottom,
middle and top are all the same;that
isb=m=r.

! -" fl+"-
iii:r, j *:*@g$+,

i'i,.v :..*--:SH,t

So, by this formula, the volume of
a prism is

lr
- h(b+4b+6= !h*6b=bh
6'6

What about pyramids? lt is not

difficult to see that z = ! b and,t=o
4

So, the volume of a pyramid is

l-.- - I l
, h(b+ 6+0)= - hx2b= ' 

bh663
Now what about a sphere? If we
take the radius as r, then m = nf;
b=t*0,h-2r r -,----r.,

ti"..
2r .-€tr *F-.i x**##e*:
!\J
v-

So, the volume is

x2r x 4nf * 4^
;7t "

( Solids ))
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Appendix

In the lesson, we have mentioned only the techniques of finding the volume of pyramids and cones, as

also the surface area and volume of spheres. For those who are interested in knowing how these
formulas are actually got, we give belowthe proofs.

Volume of a square pyramid

We can think of a stack of square plates of decreasing size as an approximation to a square pyramid.

As we decrease the thickness ofplates and increase their number, we get better approximations.

So, as we do this, the sum of the volumes of these plates give better and better approximations to the
volumeofthepyramid.

To start with, suppose we use 10 plates. Each plate is a short square prism. Let's take them to be of
equal height. So, ifthe height ofthe pyramid we are trying to approximate is ft, thenthe height ofeach

I
plate is , fr. Now how do we find the base-edge of each plate?

If we slice the pyramid and the enveloping plates vertically through the apex, we get a figure like this:

Starting from the top, we have a sequence of isosceles tri*gt., ofir*asing size. Their heights increase



1l:2lj,li.# :t lli il!r,.r.,;,,r,,,,,,,.,,,,,..-.,.,,..,,,,,1,. 
..,,, -;;

lrri::tjiaj' t.f i,1l,$.:r,,',,.', .i.:iltar,:,,,t;;;.,.!ti,;i

at the rate of ft n for each plate. These triangles are all similar (why?) and so their bases also increase

at the same rate. Thus if we take the base-edge ofthe pyramid as b, the bases of the triangles, starting

at the top, are ftn, 
?*n, ...., o

So, the volumes ofthese plates are

What abouttheir sum?

L,-h(#. *L. .#.#) =tftuu'n('+22 +32*'...*ro';

We have seen how such sums can be computed in the section Sum of squares ofthe lesson Arithmetic
Sequence.

12 +22 +32 +...+ 102= j n l0 x (10+ 1)x(2x 10+ 1)

So, the sum ofthe volumes is

-Lt' n, !*10 x l l x zt = lt nr9 r\ *4 = !b, hxt.tx 2.11000 6 6 l0 l0 10 6-

Nowimagine of 100 suchplates. (We cannotdrawitanyway.)

The thickness ofthe plates become J_'r*n ;thebase-edges become #t,hr,#6,... , and the sum of
thevolumeswouldbe

f .u'n(P +22 +32 +...+100'z) =J ,6'1r*!rl00xt0lx20l100, \ ,r 100,-" 6

1,2, t00 tOl 20t
=-D nx-x6 100 100 100

=!brh"r.olr2.or

What ifthe number ofplates is made 1000? Without actually computing, we can see that it is

!b'hrt.oot*z.oot
6

What is the number to which these numbers get closer and closer?

lt is the volume ofthe pyramid. That is,

(*r'"+,, (*,),|n, t',|n

!b'hrtrz=!b'h
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Volume of a cone

Just as we stacked square plates to approximate a pyramid, we can stack circular plates to approximate
a cone.

And in much the same way, we can compute the volume ofthe cone also. (Tryl)

Surface area of a sphere

First consider a circle through the middle ofthe sphere and a polygon whichjust contains it. (ln more
mathematical language, our circle is the incircle ofthe polygon.)

Now if we think of a rotation ofthese, then we get a sphere and a solid which just covers it.

In the figure above, the solid covering the sphere can be divided into two frustums of cones and a
cylinderinthemiddle.



As the number of sides ofthe polygon covering the circle increases, the solid generated by rotation
approximates the sphere better.

To find the surface area ofthese frustums, let's consider one ofthem separately. Let's take the radius of
its middle circle as m andits height as h.lf wealso take the radius ofthe sphere as r and the length of
a side ofthe covering polygon as a,we geta figure like this, showing all these:

:"'

Since the two right angled triangles in it are similar, we get

fromwhichweget

am= rh

The surface area of the frustum got by rotating this is 2nma, as seen in the section, Frustum and
cylinder. Using the equation above, we see that this also equal to2nrh;that is the curved surface area
of a cylinder with base - radius r andheighth.

So, what do we find? In the solid approximating the sphere, the swface area of each frustum is equal to
the surface area of a cylinder with the same height and base-radius equal to that ofthe sphere. So, the
surface area ofthis solid is the sum of the surface areas of all these cylinders. And what do we get on
putting together all these cylinders? A large cylinder that just covers the sphere.

m_h
ra

( Sokts !)
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As the number of sides ofthe covering polygon circle increases, it becomes more and more circle like;
and the solid got by rotation becomes more and more sphere like. As seenjust now, the surface area of
any such shape is equal to the surface area ofthe cylinderjust covering the sphere. So, the surface area
ofthe sphere is also equal to the surface areaofthe enveloping cylinder. Since the base-radius ofthe
cylinder is r and its height is2r,itssurface area is

2nxrx2r= 4nf

and this is the surface area ofthe sphere also.

Volume of a sphere

See this picture:

The sphere is divided into cells bymeans

of horizontal and vertical circles. Ifwe
ioin the corners of such a cell with the
centre of the sphere, we get a pyramid
likesolid.

The sphere is the combination ofthese solids and so the volume ofthe sphere is the sum ofthe volumes
ofthese solids. Now if we change each ofthese cells into an actual square which touches the sphere,
then we get a solid wtrichjust covers the sphere; and this solid is made up of actual square pyramids. All
these pyramids have height equal to the radius r ofthe sphere. If we take the base area of each such

pyramid as a, then its volume is ! ar.The volume of the solid covering the sphere is the sum of the

volumes ofthese pyramids. The bases of all the pyramids together make up the surface ofthis solid. So,

if we take the surface area of this solid as s, then its volume is I "r.
As the size ofthe cells decreases and their number increases, the solid covering the sphere gets closer
to the sphere; and its surface area s to the surface area of the sphere, which is 4xf .Thus the volume
ofthe sphere is

4.r - 1nr'
I

J
4nr2 x




